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INTRODUCTION

Xiasi Inu is a fully decentralized cryptocurrency growing at a reasonably fast pace. It aims to have its project in the hands of the community that stands by it and plans to achieve this by locking the liquidity as well as relinquishing the ownership, which then allows the community to become the face and leader of Xiasi Inu. We have faith in the community to work with us in order to push this cryptocurrency in the right direction and make a substantial difference to the lives of less fortunate families around the world.

WHY CRYPTOCURRENCY

The cryptocurrency market has had an immense impact on various industries especially the global finance and trade industries by coming up with revolutionary solutions for multifaceted social and economic dilemmas via the utilization of smart contracts and Tokenomics. Xiasi Inu promises an ecosystem where there is a deeper meaning behind the project. This deeper meaning is what will help our community thrive and ultimately make a difference not only in the world we live in today, but also mould the future of the cryptocurrency world for the betterment of those who are less fortunate.

DISCLAIMER

The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a contractual relationship. The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential investors with pertinent information in order for them to thoroughly analyze the project and make an informed decision. Prior to your participation in Xiasi Inu, we strongly advocate a careful study of this whitepaper. Certain statements, estimates and financial information featured in this whitepaper are based on and take into consideration certain known and unknown contingencies and risks which may cause the estimated results or may differ factually and substantially from featured statements or results extrapolated or expressed in such forward looking statements here-with.
02 VALUES

COMMUNITY
Xiasi Inu is a community driven token, focused in serving others for a greater good. We discuss every decision with our community before doing anything (i.e Our current holders will be able to vote on polls in relation to new ideas and innovation).

PASSION
Passion will always run in Xiasi. We believe in what we do and take satisfaction in providing an efficient and fully-fledged ecosystem surrounding the token. Xiasi's longevity will come from our drive and energy in encouraging group efforts related to marketing, community management, development and more.

TRANSPARENCY
We strive to maintain communication with all our holders so that they are up to date with information at all times. Complete transparency is paramount, everything stated will be manifested with proof to our members.

SECURITY
Ultimately, Xiasi aims to be a secure, long term investment that flourishes with its community. We will open with a fair launch with no presale. The Liquidity Pool will be locked and burned. An anti pump-dump-exit whales mechanism will be put into place where transactions cannot exceed a percentage of the total supply and 4% will be returned to both holders and Liquidity Pool. Meaning the more transactions the higher the price floor.
$XIASI TOKENOMICS

Supply distribution
Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
Symbol: $XIASI

4% of each transaction is redistributed to existing holders
4% of each transaction added back to liquidity pool
Anti PUMP-DUMP-EXIT whales, maximum purchase capped at 0.2% of the total supply

Xiasi is a frictionless, high yield-generating contract on the Binance Smart Chain. Xiasi is formulated to be secure. Our token distribution is one of the healthiest currently available, with no whales controlling significant amounts of the circulating supply.
**XiasiSwap**

XiasiSwap is a decentralized exchange (DEX) where users can swap any Smart Chain token for another one. Running on Binance Smart Chain allows for swifter and inexpensive transactions compared to Ethereum and Bitcoin. Our plan is to become the largest and safest DEX in the world for BSC. Holders would be able to stake Xiasi in order to earn greater awards. Also, the more you stake the more features such as limited edition pieces of clothing can be added to your own Xiasi. The more you add into your liquidity pool, the more cool toys you can give Xiasi. Top stakers will have the best pieces of items for Xiasi, which can be sold as NFTS to other members in the community for Xiasi.

**Xiasi Merch**

In the later phases, Xiasi merchandise will take Xiasi mainstream by allowing holders to represent XIASI on hoodies, t-shirts and joggers. The merch line will increase as the number of holders increase. In the future we plan to collab with iconic brands to help raise awareness for different charities. For example, Balenciaga released a “I Love Pets”, where 10% of proceeds are donated to animal protection charity. Instead we will also collab with the iconic brand and another 10% will go to the charity.

**Xiasi IDO Platform**

Xiasi not only wants to help charities but wants to also bring other coins on board to help charitable causes. Xiasi Pad is a platform that allows whitelisted addresses to swap BNB or BUSD for an allocation in projects released and listed on the platform. By launching on Xiasi Pad, tokens will get exposure to thousands of new potential buyers to help raise awareness and liquidity. The platform will not only aid new launched tokens but also gives some of the tokens to existing $XIASI stakers. The platform enables anyone to create a coin in seconds, however, not any coin can get listed. All coins wanting to be listed have to go through a verification process in order to stop rug pulls and scammers on our platform.
**ROADMAP**

**PHASE 1**
- Development team fully finalized and intentional planning commences
- Release of whitepaper, creation of social media platforms and undergo major web development
- Marketing campaign strategy begins
- Application sent to CoinGecko
- 3500 holders

**PHASE 2**
- First AMA with community
- Release of first audit and submit another 3rd party audit - chosen by community
- Team up with influencers on TikTok and Instagram
- CoinMarketCap listing
- Multiple small-mid tier exchange listings and outreach to platform
- 10000 holders

**PHASE 3**
- XiasiSwap (Decentralized Exchange)
- Marketing and strategic planning to continue to promote the project
- Realese merchandise store where Xiasu tokens will be implemented
- Website translation to multiple languages
- 15000 holders

**PHASE 4**
- Xiasi unique IDO platform will be released, where other coins can launch and are able to support charities from our platform
- High tier exchange listings
- Multiple big scale charity partnerships
- Xiasi's upgraded merchandise store (collabs with big hype brands to aid charities)
- 30000 holders
Funds contributed by the Xiasi community will go towards multiple purposes such as marketing (the hiring of social media influencers, digital and public area advertising & real-world promotions), product development (executing our roadmap by investing in a social and IDO platform), exchange listings (maximizing our reach by listing on new exchanges to reach new audiences internationally) and lastly supporting different charity groups.

OFFICIAL DONATION WALLET
0x4b81D9d082C5dDDC8EfCcE6370C0ce30593A3412

ACCEPTS ANY FORM OF BSC TOKEN, MAINLY XIASI, BSC & B-USDT